Abstract-A system is AG EF terminating, if and only if from every reachable state, a terminal state is reachable. This publication argues that it is beneficial for both catching nonprogress errors and stubborn set state space reduction to try to make verification models AG EF terminating. An incorrect mutual exclusion algorithm is used as an example. The error does not manifest itself, unless the first action of the customers is modelled differently from other actions. An appropriate method is to add an alternative first action that models the customer stopping for good. This method typically makes the model AG EF terminating. If the model is AG EF terminating, then the basic strong stubborn set method preserves safety and some progress properties without any additional condition for solving the ignoring problem. Furthermore, whether the model is AG EF terminating can be checked efficiently from the reduced state space.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reduced state space construction using stubborn set / partial order methods is based on, in each constructed state, computing a subset of transitions and only firing the enabled transitions in it instead of all enabled transitions. This set is known under various names, such as stubborn set [11] , [12] .
The problem of how to compute stubborn sets is non-trivial. Often it is solved in two steps. First, a collection of abstract conditions is presented such that if the sets conform to them, then the reduced and full state spaces yield the same values of certain correctness properties. A widely known example of such a collection are D0, D1, and D2 in Section IV. The choice of the conditions depends on the chosen correctness properties. In an attempt to improve reduction results, various conditions have been suggested even for the same properties.
Second, concrete algorithms are presented that construct sets that obey the conditions. They are not discussed further here, because the present publication does not aim at contributing to them.
The conditions D0, D1, and D2 constitute the basic strong stubborn set method. It guarantees that the full and reduced state spaces have precisely the same terminal states and that the reduced state space has an infinite execution if and only if also the full state space has. Because of the so-called ignoring problem, it does not guarantee to preserve safety properties such as mutual exclusion and liveness properties such as eventual access. That is, the method may investigate a part of the state space that is unimportant for the property and then stop.
To preserve safety properties, various additional conditions have been suggested. One possibility is to recognize the terminal strong components of the reduced state space and ensure that in each of them, every enabled transition is fired. To preserve liveness properties, a common strategy is to ensure that every enabled transition is fired in every cycle of the reduced state space.
These additional conditions are problematic in two respects. First, there is the general phenomenon that the more conditions there are, the more enabled transitions the stubborn sets contain, and the bigger the reduced state space becomes. Second, as was pointed out in [3] , a condition may choose the states where it fires all enabled transitions in an unfortunate way, leading to the construction of many more states than would be needed. The well-known liveness condition in [1] suffers from this problem.
In the present publication, a stunningly simple solution to the ignoring problem is suggested, proven correct, and experimented with. It suffices for safety and some progress properties. It is: if the modeller tries to make the verification models AG EF terminating, then no additional conditions are needed at all. A model is AG EF terminating if and only if from every reachable state, a terminal state is reachable. The notation "AG EF" comes from the well-known logic called CTL [2] . "Tries to make" refers to the fact that the modeller need not prove that the model is AG EF terminating. Instead, the model checker tool checks whether it is. In other words, not being AG EF terminating is considered an error, and the model checker is guaranteed to reveal it (unless another error stops it first).
Trying to make models AG EF terminating is a more natural goal than it might first seem. Using Peterson's mutual exclusion algorithm for n customers [7] as an example, Section II demonstrates that naive modelling may lead to the loss of nonprogress errors. It is justified in Section III that this problem can be solved by making the customers of the algorithm capable to choose to terminate. This makes the model as a whole AG EF terminating. That is, even forgetting about stubborn sets, to check the eventual access property, the model must be made AG EF terminating (or some more complicated method such as a suitable weak fairness assumption must be used).
A counterexample in [12] leaves little hope of finding an essentially better condition for the full class of linear-time liveness properties than some variant of the cycle condition.
Furthermore, the validity of linear-time liveness properties often depends on so-called fairness assumptions. They may be problematic for the modeller (have you ever tried to teach them to software engineering students?), and they have never been integrated well to stubborn sets. A series of counterexamples illustrating the difficulties was prepared for this publication, but was left out because of lack of space.
In essence, linear-time liveness corresponds to the formula AF ϕ, where ϕ denotes something desirable such as receiving service, and the formula is stipulated on the states where the service is requested. Some authors have advocated the use of the strictly weaker notion EF ϕ. For instance, a processalgebraic variant of this theme was presented in [8] . With it, fairness assumptions become unnecessary. It may or may not be a sufficiently stringent correctness property from the practical point of view, but certainly it is much better than nothing.
With AG EF terminating systems, this weaker notion reduces to the requirement that no terminal state has unsatisfied service requests. This condition can be modelled as a check that is run on each terminal state. The present author believes that modellers will not find it difficult to formulate such checks.
This approach facilitates early on-the-fly detection of safety and non-progress errors. The basic stubborn set method suffices during state space reduction. The order in which the state space is constructed is left unspecified, making it possible to use breadth-first for short counterexamples. As described in Section V, the check that the system indeed is AG EF terminating can be implemented as a postprocessing step that is performed only if no errors are revealed during state space construction.
In addition to the EF ϕ approach to progress, a subset of linear-time liveness properties is covered in Section V.
Section IV presents the necessary background on stubborn sets. The new theorems are developed in Section V. Experimental results obtained with a new state space tool that implements the approach are reported in Section VII. Section VI describes the choice of the stubborn sets in the experiments.
II. A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
Consider one or more concurrent processes called customers, each of which has a distinguished piece of code called critical section. The purpose of a mutual exclusion algorithm is to ensure that at any instant of time, no more than one customer is in the critical section. The algorithm must have the eventual access property, that is, if any customer tries to enter the critical section, it eventually succeeds. Typically it is assumed that an atomic operation can access at most one shared variable, and only once. For instance, if i is a shared variable, then ++i involves at least two atomic operations, one reading the original value of i and another writing the new value.
Peterson's algorithm is a famous algorithm for solving the mutual exclusion problem on this level of atomicity. In his /* protocols for P i */ for j := 1 to n − 1 do begin
Peterson's algorithm for n customers [7] .
original publication [7] , Peterson first described his algorithm for two customers and then generalized it to n customers for an arbitrary fixed positive integer n. We call these algorithms "Peterson-two" and "Peterson-n", respectively. Figure 1 shows Peterson-n copied verbatim from [7] . It implements n − 1 gates. To go through gate j, customer i writes j to the shared variable Q[i]. Then it gives priority to other customers by writing its own number i to the TURN variable of the gate. It can go through the gate when no other customer is trying to go through the same or further gate, or when some other customer comes to the same gate, changing the TURN . Figure 2 shows a model of Peterson-n written for ASSET. ASSET is A State Space Exploration Tool that is based on presenting the model as a collection of C++ functions that obey certain conventions [13] . The model is checked by copying it to the file asset.model and then compiling and executing asset.cc. This approach facilitates very fast execution of the transitions of the model and makes the modelling very flexible, because most features of C++ are available. On the other hand, the modelling language does not always support intuition well. This problem could be solved by implementing a preprocessor tool that inputs some nice modelling language and outputs the input language of ASSET. At the time of writing, no such tool has been implemented.
Variables that describe the state of the model must be of the special type state_var. The value of such a variable is an unsigned integer in the range 0, . . . , 2 b − 1, where b = 8 by default but can be specified for each state variable or array of state variables individually.
The modelling of the shared array Q of Peterson-n is obvious in Figure 2 When ASSET has found an error, it prints a counterexample in the form of a sequence of states that leads from the initial state to an error state. Depending on the type of the error, the counterexample may also contain a cycle of states where the system fails to make progress towards some desired situation. For this purpose, the model must contain a print_state function. The function in Figure 2 presents the local states of the customers as characters, to make the print-out easier to interpret. Other than that, the function is straightforward.
The next function specifies the mutual exclusion property. The line #define chk_state commands ASSET to check every state that it has found by calling the check_state function. (It would have been nicer to use the same word check_state both in #define and as the function name. Unfortunately, C++ does not allow that.) By returning a character string, the function indicates that something is wrong with the state. This makes ASSET terminate the construction of the state space and print an error message that contains the string. That the state is good is indicated by returning the null pointer 0.
The line #define chk_may_progress and the function immediately after it specify that for every state that the model can reach, the model may continue to a state where customer 0 is in the critical section. That is, the model cannot go into a state from which there is no path to a state where customer 0 is in the critical section. This represents the eventual access property. We call this particular form "mayaccess".
Peterson-two satisfies a stronger eventual access property which we call "must-access". In it, after a customer has set its Q variable, every path in the state space eventually leads to a state where the customer is in the critical section. However, because the "∀k = i, Q[k] < j" test in Petersonn accesses more than one shared variable, and because one atomic operation may access at most one shared variable, the test must be implemented as a loop. An unsuccessful test introduces a cycle in the state space that does not take the customer to the critical section. That is, Peterson-n does not satisfy must-access. If must-access is specified and there are at least two customers, then ASSET reports an error. This is why may-access is used in Figure 2 .
ASSET calls the function nr_transitions to find out how many transitions the model contains. The model in Figure 2 has one transition for each customer. It models all atomic operations of the customer. The grouping of atomic operations to transitions for ASSET is rather flexible. The only strict rule is that if two atomic operations may be executed in the same state and they yield different states, then they must belong to different transitions. This is because for ASSET, transitions must be deterministic. (This implies that a nondeterministic atomic operation must be modelled with more than one transition.)
Finally, the function fire_transition specifies the transitions. Given the number of a transition, it must either return false indicating that the transition is disabled in the current state, or modify the state according to the effect of the execution of the transition and return true. If it returns false, then it must not modify the state.
To improve readability, Figure 2 introduces a goto(x) macro. It moves the customer to local state x and indicates that the transition was enabled.
The (1) is executed, modelling the completion of an iteration of the for j loop. If the ∀ test fails, then the outer loop is started again. Because the model checking is obviously incomplete if each customer tries only once to go to the critical section, a jump to the beginning has been added to case 7. The default branch is never entered, but the compiler complains if it is absent.
The entry "plain not non-progress revealing" in Table I in Section VII shows the state space size and state space construction and exploration time in seconds of this model. ASSET reported no errors. Excluding small variation in the times, the results remained the same when any customer replaced customer 0 in is_may_progress. However, the model was deemed "questionnable" in the caption of Figure 2 . The reason for this will be discussed next.
In a second model of Peterson-n, customers were made able to not try to go to the critical section. To do this, a new local state 8 and a new transition to it from local state 0 were added to the model. When in local state 0, the customer chooses nondeterministically and without being affected by the other customers to either terminate (by going to local state 8) or to start trying to go to the critical section (by executing j[i] = 0; and going to local state 1). This was implemented by adding ' ' to the end of ltr; making is_may_progress to return true if and only if S[0] >= 7; making nr_transitions return 2 * n; adding case 8: return false; to the switch statement; and adding the following lines immediately before the switch statement:
When n = 2, ASSET gives the following error message after 2.3 s of compilation and negligible analysis time:
0-00 0-00 0 0-00 0 00 0 ========== 0j00 0 00 0 0Q00 0 00 0 0T00 0 00 0 0w00 0 00 0 ----------0k00 0 00 0 0A00 0 00 0 0k10 0 00 0 0A10 0 00 0 0w10 0 00 0 !!! May-type non-progress error 163 states, 326 arcs
In it, customer 1 terminates (its local state changes from "-" to " ") and then customer 0 goes to local state 1 ("j"). The line ========== indicates that there is no path from this state to a state where customer 0 is in local state 7 or 8. This means that customer 0 cannot go to the critical section after customer 1 has terminated. So eventual access fails even in its less stringent form "may-access".
In the continuation of the counterexample, customer 0 goes to local state 4 as expected. Then it starts to run around a loop where it first executes cases 5 and 6 with k = 0, then it executes them with k = 1, and then goes back to local state 4. This corresponds to being stuck in the statement Figure 2 indexing and thus also the for-loop were made to start with j = 0. This made the value 0 in entries of Q incorrectly mean both that the customer is not trying to go to the critical section and that it is trying to go through or has just gone through the first gate. It looks to customer 0 like the terminated customer 1 were trying to go through the first gate. Because customer 0 does not have priority, it keeps on running around the waiting loop.
Why does the error not manifest itself in the original model?
The entry "correct" in Table I shows the results with the fixed model. No matter which customer was tested by is_may_progress, ASSET reported no errors.
To have an example of safety errors, finally the model was 
III. APPROPRIATE MODELLING OF NOT REQUESTING
The message of Section II is that
If, in a model, customers are not made able to not request for service, then non-progress errors may escape model checking. Another way to look at this is that the first line in Figure 1 is different from the other places in that while in any of the latter, the customer must eventually go further if it can. Why the same must not be required of the first line was found out in Section II. It is obvious that if a customer never leaves the critical section, then the eventual access property cannot be provided to other customers without violating mutual exclusion. Although it is less obvious, a similar argument applies to most other places. For the remaining places the requirement is at least reasonable, even if not absolutely necessary.
In linear temporal logic [6] , the customary way to express this difference is to assume so-called weak fairness towards all other transitions but not towards those that model the customers making requests. Every model has an imaginary "idling" transition that is always enabled. When the only thing that the modelled system can do is to request for the service, the model can avoid making the request by executing the idling transition.
Because the solution adopted in Section II is different, it is justified to ask whether it is appropriate. Certain process-τ τ request enter leave algebraic semantic theories provide strong evidence that it is appropriate. For the benefit of non-process-algebra-oriented readers, the discussion below is at the intuitive level.
The standard semantics of CSP [9] , should testing [8] , and the CFFD and NDFD semantics [15] , among others, naturally yield a notion for deeming a process "better than" or "as good as" another process. The notion also applies to systems built as compositions of processes. If a component of a system is replaced by a "better" component, then the system as a whole either becomes "better" or remains "equally good". Within the limits of the information that is preserved by the semantics, if a system satisfies a specification, then also all "better" systems satisfy it. For instance, if a system satisfies a next-state-free linear temporal logic specification, then also each "NDFDbetter" and each "CFFD-better" system satisfies it.
To apply this idea to Peterson-n, assume that each customer is split to two processes, a customer proper and a server. The customer proper is shown in Figure 3 . The edges that are labelled with τ denote activities that are neither affected by nor observable by the rest of the model. The server is like in Figure 2 . Request synchronizes with moving from local state 0 to local state 1 (that is, starting to try to go to the critical section), enter with the arrival to local state 7 (that is, arriving to the critical section), and leave with leaving local state 7.
This customer proper obviously does not do anything that it should not and does not stop when it should not. Furthermore, any tentative customer proper that is not "better than" or "as good as" Figure 3 , tries to execute request, enter or leave when it should not; fails to execute request, enter or leave when it should; or, in the case of CSP, NDFD and CFFD, may steal all processor time at some point. So it is unacceptable. In other words, Figure 3 presents the "worst" acceptable customer proper, the one that makes the greatest challenge to the ability of the servers to guarantee mutual exclusion and eventual access. The system is correct with an arbitrary acceptable customer proper if and only if the system is correct with Figure 3 . So the customer proper in Figure 3 is most appropriate for a verification model.
The parallel composition of customer proper with the server yields a process that plays the role of the original customer. With Figures 3 and 2 , the result is like Figure 2 with its initial local state replaced by three local states and two goto commands. One of the three is the new initial local state, another is a terminal local state, and the third can be thought of as the initial local state of Figure 2 . The goto commands lead from the new initial local state to the other two local states. They do not access any other variables than S[i]. The atomic operation that models leaving the critical section leads to the new initial local state instead of the initial local state of Figure 2 .
Because the first atomic operation of Figure 2 does not access any shared variables, the above-mentioned semantic models see no difference if it is fused with the goto command from the new initial local state to the initial local state of Figure 2 . Doing so yields precisely the second model of Section II.
Further discussion on this issue can be found in [14] .
IV. BACKGROUND ON STUBBORN SETS
We will need formal notation for concepts that have been used informally above.
The set of states is denoted with S and the set of transitions with T . In the case of ASSET, S consists of all possible combinations of values of the state variables, and T = {0, 1, . . . , |T | − 1}, where |T | is the number returned by nr_transitions.
That t ∈ T is enabled at s ∈ S is denoted by s −t→, and if ¬(s −t→) holds, then t is disabled at s. The notation s −t→ s ′ denotes that t is enabled at s and if t occurs (that is, is fired) at s, then the resulting state is s ′ . We assume that transitions are deterministic. That is, for any s ∈ S, s 1 ∈ S, s 2 ∈ S, and t ∈ T , if s −t→ s 1 ′ is called edge. Also other directed graph terminology will be used, such as "path". The state space can be constructed by declaringŝ as found, and then firing, in each found state, all the transitions that are enabled in it. Each resulting state is declared as found. The algorithm is continued until all found states have been processed.
The basic strong stubborn set method assigns to each s ∈ S a subset of transitions T (s) ⊆ T , called stubborn set, such that the following conditions hold. In them, it is assumed that t ∈ T (s 0 ) and
Many practical algorithms for constructing sets with the above properties have been presented. ASSET uses the strong component algorithm in [11] . To compute strong components, it uses the optimized version of Tarjan's algorithm [10] that has been presented in [4] .
The reduced state space is constructed otherwise like the state space, but only the enabled transitions in T (s) are fired at s. The phrase full state space is a synonym of state space. It is useful when it may be unclear whether "state space" refers to the reduced or full state space. The sets of states and edges in the reduced state space are obviously subsets of the sets of states and edges in the full state space. We say that a state is an r-state, an edge is an r-edge, a path is an r-path, and so on, if and only if it is in the reduced state space. Obviously every r-state is a reachable state and every r-path is a path, but not necessarily vice versa.
The benefit of stubborn sets is that the reduced state space is often much smaller than the full state space, so its construction requires less time and memory. Even so, it can be used to check many properties of the model.
Letting s =ŝ in the next theorem yields that the reduction preserves all reachable terminal states of the model, and for each path to a terminal state, the reduction preserves some permutation of it. Furthermore, an r-state is terminal if and only if it looks like terminal in the reduced state space. Although the theorem is old, its proof is presented here, because it is essential background to the new results in the next section.
Theorem 1 (old): Let s be an r-state and s t be a terminal state such that s −t 1 · · · t n → s t . The following hold.
• There is an r-path from s to s t such that its sequence of transitions is a permutation of t 1 · · · t n .
• No r-edge starts at s t .
• If s is an r-state and no r-edge starts at s, then s is terminal.
Proof: If n = 0, then the first claim is obvious. Otherwise s −t 1 →. By D0, some t ∈ T (s) is enabled at s. If none of t 1 , . . . , t n is in T (s), then D2 yields s t −t→, contradicting the assumption that s t is terminal. So there is 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that t i ∈ T (s) and none of t 1 , . . . , t i−1 is in T (s). By D1, there is
is an r-state, and there is a path from s ′ to s t of length n − 1. Repetition of this argument n times yields the first claim.
The second claim follows trivially from the fact that T (s t ) ⊆ T and s t is terminal. The last claim follows trivially from D0.
Also a lemma will be used in the sequel.
V. STUBBORN SETS ON AG EF TERMINATING MODELS
This section is devoted to new results that concern stubborn sets and AG EF terminating models.
Theorem 3: The basic strong stubborn set method preserves the property "AG EF terminating".
Proof: Assume first that the property holds on the full state space. That is, from every reachable state, a terminal state is reachable. Consider any r-state s. From it there is a path to a terminal state s t . By Theorem 1, there is also an r-path from s to s t , and s t is terminal also in the reduced state space. So the property holds on the reduced state space as well.
Assume now that the full state space does not contain terminal states. Then by D0, the reduced state space does not contain terminal states either. So the property holds on neither state space.
Finally, assume that neither of the preceding cases holds. That is, the full state space contains a state from which no terminal state is reachable, butŝ is not such a state. We have to prove the existence of an r-states from which no r-terminal state is r-reachable. By Theorem 1 it suffices to prove that no terminal state is reachable froms.
For some natural number n and for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, we will show the existence of a transition t To prove the induction step, we first consider the case where t i / ∈ T (s i ). Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1, an application of D0 and D1 to the path 
, σ i+1 , and ρ i+1 with the required properties. The length claim holds, because σ i+1 is a proper prefix of σ i .
Each step of the construction in the proof either yieldss, shortens σ i , or shortens ρ i while retaining the length of σ i . Because σ i and ρ i cannot become shorter without limit as i grows, eventuallys is obtained.
If the reduced state space is constructed in depth-first order, then it is possible to check efficiently on-the-fly that it is AG EF terminating. By Theorem 3, the result applies also to the full state space. The check is based on computing the strong components of the reduced state space on-the-fly using Tarjan's algorithm [4] , [10] , recognizing terminal states, and propagating backwards the information whether a terminal state is reachable.
ASSET works in breadth-first order. So it cannot use this algorithm. Instead, it performs the check as a post-processing step. It re-constructs the edges storing them in reversed direction, and then performs a linear-time graph search starting at each terminal state.
The idea behind the implementation of stubborn sets in ASSET is that the modeller should try to make the model AG EF terminating, but it is the responsibility of ASSET and not of the modeller to detect if it is not. The next three theorems list three properties that the basic strong stubborn set method preserves, if the model indeed is AG EF terminating. For all of them, a counterexample found by the method is valid even if the model is not AG EF terminating, but if the method finds no counterexamples, the result can be trusted only if the model is AG EF terminating. Therefore, ASSET first checks the first two of them (the third one has not yet been implemented). If it finds no errors, it checks that the model is AG EF terminating, giving an error message if it is not.
The following theorem tells that a well-known simple tool for checking linear-time safety properties works in our context. Theorem 4: Assume that the model is AG EF terminating. For any transition t s , the basic strong stubborn set method preserves the property "t s may become enabled".
Proof: If t s cannot become enabled in the full state space, then clearly it cannot become enabled in the reduced state space either. If t s may become enabled in the full state space, then there is a pathŝ −t 1 · · · t n → s t from the initial state to a terminal state such that t s = t i for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n. By Theorem 1, t s occurs also in the reduced state space.
If the construction of the reduced state space is aborted when t s is found enabled, then t s is never fired. In that case, t s need not contain statements that change the state; the enabling condition suffices. Even so, to use Theorem 4, t s must be taken into account in the construction of the stubborn sets. In ASSET, the enabling condition of t s is represented via the check_state function.
To detect complicated errors, additional state variables that store some information about the history of the execution may be added to the model. For instance, consider a protocol whose purpose is to deliver messages from a sending site to a receiving site over an unreliable channel. To verify the ability of the protocol to prevent distortion of messages, when a message is given to the protocol, a copy of it is stored in an extra state variable. When the protocol delivers the message at the receiving site, check_state checks whether it is identical to what was stored in the extra variable.
The next theorem assumes that each state is classified as a progress state or other state. Typically progress states are those where the user either has not requested for service or has received the service that it requested. With this convention, a non-progress error occurs if and only if the user has requested for service but does not get it.
ASSET distinguishes between two types of progress states: may and must. In must progress, every path must lead to a progress state. If the state is terminal, then it must be a progress state in itself. This is the notion of progress typically used in linear temporal logic. In may progress, it suffices that at least one path leads to a progress state. Must progress implies may progress, but not necessarily vice versa. May progress is a branching-time property and related to the notion of home properties in Petri nets. It can be expressed in CTL as AG EF progress.
For reasons briefly mentioned in Section I, the stubborn set implementation of ASSET does not support must progress. The support of may progress is based on the following theorem. By the theorem, no other support for may progress would be needed in the case of AG EF terminating systems than the check_deadlock feature of ASSET. Furthermore, it can be used for all customers simultaneously. However, when ASSET is used for other kinds of systems without stubborn sets, the notion of may progress states is useful. It is convenient that they can also be used with stubborn sets when they work with them.
The last theorem in this section can be used to check some linear-time liveness properties, such as "if the channel of a protocol passes (that is, does not lose) infinitely many messages, then the protocol as a whole passes infinitely many messages". Actually, it locates the challenge that linear-time liveness causes to stubborn sets precisely as the problem of preserving cycles that do not make progress.
Theorem 6: Let t ω ∈ T and T * ⊆ T . The basic strong stubborn set method on AG EF terminating models preserves the property "there is an execution where t ω occurs infinitely many times but no member of T * occurs infinitely many times".
Proof: If such an execution exists in the reduced state space, then it is present also in the full state space.
Now assume that such an execution exists in the full state space. It is of the formŝ −ρ→ s 0 −t ω σ 1 →s 1 −t ω σ 2 → . . ., where no element of T * occurs in any of the σ i (but t ω may occur in ρ). Let n f be the number of states in the full state space, and let m = 2n checked condition, then rules must be added to a "sufficient" subset of transitions that may change the state "closer to" the condition. Full formal treatment of this principle is beyond the scope of this publication but, to give some idea, let us show the correctness of this particular rule.
Let t c be an imaginary transition such that its occurrence does not change the state and it is enabled if and only if the check_state in Figure 2 returns true. Case 7 may be interpreted as implementing the rules i t c j for every transition j, forcing D1 and D2 to hold. It remains to be shown that excluding case 7, i t c is not needed. That is, we must show that t c may be added to T \ T (s 0 ) without invalidating D1 and D2.
To prove that D2 remains valid, assume that s 0 −t→ and s 0 −t 1 · · · t c · · · t n → s n . Because t c does not change the state, we have s 0 −t 1 · · · t n → s n . The assumption that D2 was valid beforehand yields s n −t→.
To prove that D1 remains valid, for some 0 ≤ i ≤ n let s 0 −t 1 · · · t i → s i −t c → s i −t i+1 · · · t n → s n −t→ s Table I shows, for the models discussed in this publication and for different values of n, the number of reachable states, the number of edges in the state space (that is, successful transition firings), and the time it took to construct and explore the state space. The time is in seconds. In addition to the time in the table, a couple of seconds were spent on each model by the C++ compiler. The experiment was made on a Linux 1.6 GHz dual-core laptop with 2 GB of memory.
VII. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
Because a safety error was detected in the mutex-violating model, the postprocessing steps that check progress properties and AG EF termination were not executed. This explains the exceptionally short times obtained with the model.
A comparison of the results on the first two models tells that the addition of terminal states and transitions to them did not make the state space grow much.
ASSET has also an implementation of the well-known symmetry reduction method. However, the models discussed in this publication are not symmetric. Experiments have also been made with models where the ∀ test is represented as a single atomic operation. The symmetry method can then be used. Both methods together reduced the number of states of a deadlocking version to quadratic in n.
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